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[{m_id:1},{m_id:2},{m_id:3},{m_id:4}] What I need is to: with filter, find and return an object with m_id = 1. I've tried using filter but I don't know how to
make a difference between 1 and the rest. My solution was to return the filtered object and then update it with a map function that searches for the

element and updates the value with it. let array = [{m_id:1},{m_id:2},{m_id:3},{m_id:4}]; let m_id_1 = array.filter(x => x.m_id === 1) m_id_1.map(x
=> x.m_id = 1); I was wondering if this is correct or there is a better approach to do this. A: To update items of the array, use reduce instead. let array =

[{m_id:1},{m_id:2},{m_id:3},{m_id:4}]; let m_id_1 = array.reduce((acc, x) => { x.m_id = 1; return acc; }, {}); console.log(m_id_1); Flatcams and
Swivels Swivels are the go-to installation on most commercial flatcams. But there are also many different types of swivels that are not flatcams. Swivels
are used to connect camera mounts to tripod bases. In some cases swivels are used as a stop-level for stabilizing and positioning, but there are lots of
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